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NAVAL INTELLIGENCE 
1. V.S. very good shots of large convoy of merchant ships steaming 

across calm sea with British destroyer escort, good shots showing 
the long lines of ships in an Atlantic convoy and the destroyer 
escort steaming past, also shots of seamen on the merchant ships 
and naval guns crew on watch on the escort 76 
V.S. of the crew of a battleship doing gas drill, the crew rush 
th their stations all wearing gas masks, de contanimation squads 
scrub the decks of the ship in training farxi against the 
possibility of an attack by liquid gas 75 
V. of the crew of a trawler minesweeper watching the ships painter 
putting a chevron on the funnel to mark another eneiny mine as 
destroyed the crew then give three cheers and drink a toast 35 
V• • OJ. the survivors of the african crew of an african merchant 
ship,that was sunk by mines in the channel,coming ashore in 
England where they are re-clothed and then fed by naval personnel 37 
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2. 

3 .  

THE QUEEN VISITS A PRESERVING- DEPOT 

1. V.S. of the queen arriving at a rural fruit preserving depot where 
- she is greeted by the women who run the depot and she inpsects 
the fruit crop and the methods employed by the women in canning 
the fruit. The depot ia run by housewives who voluntary pick and 
can home grown fruit as part of the war food effort 52 

(MUTE AND TRACK NEGS( 

THE KENC AT TRAINING- CENTRE 

1. V.S. of the King accom anied by Ernest Bevin walking arounfl a 
factory training centre where men are engaged on a**.learning how 
to use machine tools and precision tools before they go to work 
in munitions and armaments factories 53 
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AIR ATTACK ON DOVER HARBOUR 

1. G.V. from overlooking cliif top of Dover harbour as bombs explode 
withing and around the harbour walls and buildings as german dive 
bombers attack the harbour and docks 85 
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NAZIS ABUSE THE RED CROSS 

1. V.S. of the wreckage of a german seaplane painted white with 
the red cross and the swastika painted on the fuselage, the 
planes weree acting as servicing aircraft for german fighters 
while flying under the colours of the red cross 34 
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